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What did we do?

- Work with the Ghanaian Department of Social Welfare to help profile children in orphanages.
- Gather and transcribe orphans’ records
- Help social workers interview/profile children
- Perform dental hygiene skit
- PLAY with the children!
Most Rewarding Experience

- The most rewarding experience would have to be the amazing children we were able to work with. They were energetic, self-less and amazing children.
The Kids!
Impact on the Organization

- Kaeme’s mission is to make sure every orphan is accounted for in Ghana.
- Over the 8 week internship, we profiled almost 300 children!
- In a few more years, they will have an organized system and hopefully more children can be reunified with family members or adopted.
Every weekend, myself and the group of interns planned trips to various tourist attractions in Ghana!

Some of the trips included:
- Mole National Park
- Elmina Slave Castle
- Kakum Canopy Walk
- Kumasi Palace
- Brenu Beach Resort
Closing Remarks

- This was a GREAT experience.
- Learned SO much about Ghanaian culture (and can even say a couple things in Twi)
- Met great people and made life-long friendship
- Interacted with amazing kids!
Me dasse !
(Thank you!)